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HY2254 Popular Culture in Singapore

• History module

• 400 students: large lectures + online groups

• Diverse cohort: 1st-year engineering students 
to final year students in humanities, social 
sciences, media

• Module objectives:
– increase awareness & appreciation of Singapore 

history & culture

– learn historical skills & methodologies



Why teach using museums?

1. To analyse, synthesize & evaluate historical 
evidence

2. To increase historical empathy

3. To examine historical narratives

4. To practise historical thinking skills

5. To make connections between past & today

6. To recognise & account for presentism

Marcus, Stoddard & Woodward, Teaching History with Museums (Routledge, 2012), p.7



Why I chose to use museums

• Variety of ways to acquire historical content 
knowledge

• Experiential learning

• Hands-on application of critical thinking skills

• To encourage independent learning

• Exposure to museum-going

• Students’ learning experience tailored to own 
level of ability 



Activity 1: National Museum

National Museum’s Living Galleries



Activity 1: An exhibition review

• National Museum: established national 
narratives

• Living Galleries: photography, fashion, food

• Content exposure to topics not covered in 
lectures

• Experiential learning as museum consumer

• Practise critical thinking skills

• Develop writing skills (general audience)



Imagine that you are an expert on Singapore history 
writing a review of the gallery for members of the 
public who are considering visiting the exhibition 
and your review will be published in The Straits 
Times Life! section. 

Remember that you are writing this in the position 
of an expert on Singapore history, so use the 
background knowledge and analytical skills you 
have learnt in this module to help you review the 
exhibition in a more informed and critical manner.



Activity 2: NUS Museum



Activity 2: You are a curator!

• NUS Museum: experimentation, creation, 
interactivity

• Prep Room: specially prepared reproductions 
& reference materials about the artist

• Readings assigned: 

– Historical context

– Art history: woodblock prints in Singapore

– Methodology: analysing print & visual culture



LEARNING OUTCOMES

• Learn about the history of Singapore in the 
1950s-60s.

• Understand how to 
– analyse popular culture objects

– use visual sources as a primary source in studying 
history 

• Apply the analytical framework to given 
primary sources 

• Combine knowledge, analysis and creativity to 
curate your own mini-exhibition.



You are the curator of an exhibition on woodblock 
prints. Write a brief concept plan for your 
exhibition, touching on:

• Why have an exhibition of woodblock prints, i.e. 
what is the significance of woodblock prints?

• The main themes of the exhibition or how your 
exhibition is organized

• At the end, have a list of the pieces you want to 
use in your exhibition. You do not have to use all 
the given pieces in your exhibition but you must 
make a thoughtful selection that coheres with 
your concept plan. 



Bloom’s Taxonomy

Source: http://blogs.setonhill.edu/games/2012/01/02/blooms-taxonomy/



Pre-visit activities

• Lectures: theory & themes

• Academic readings for each lecture

• Reflection Journal entries: one for each 
lecture

• Handout: how to write a museum review

• [Visitor information about the museum]



Post-visit activities

• Oral history term paper

– Free choice of topic

– Many followed up on themes learnt from museum 
activities

– Supplemented material artefacts with oral 
accounts



The results

• Museum review: disappointing

– Poor comprehension of exhibition themes

– Linear > holistic experience of exhibitions

• Curator roleplay: generally satisfactory

– Range of themes

– Brief written component so less expectation of 
expository depth



Students’ reflections
Prior to taking this module, visiting a museum for leisure purposes has never crossed 

my mind as I had the impression that they were plain boring. However, the visits turned out to be 
surprisingly interesting as they taught me how to analyze as well as plan a museum exhibition. 
The galleries in the National Museum introduced me to various fascinating aspects of Singapore’s 
history which I was previously unaware of. The “Food” gallery especially, left a deep impression in 
me as it provided me with an experience of the past in the present with the various audio-visual-
olfactory aids. I felt that such a learning process, such as viewing artefacts up close instead of 
through photographs, was more interactive as compared to attending lectures and this made 
learning more interesting. From the National Museum visit, I realized the importance of 
museums in present times. They serve as reservoirs of valuable historical information about the 
Singapore’s cultural heritage which is lost with time. 

For the NUS Museum assignment, I felt that the experience of being a curator was 
particularly interesting. I experienced first-hand how difficult it was for curators to pick out 
interesting themes from a large pool of historical information as well as presenting it in an 
approach which is appealing to the general public.

From both assignments, I discovered how the tasks of both the reviewer and curator 
were related. The reviewer had to analyze and understand the curator’s intention while the 
curator had to present the exhibition according to the preferences of the visitor. Through both 
papers, I was able to experience the different roles of historians by applying the knowledge 
obtained from the lectures. I found this approach of learning extremely meaningful as opposed to 
usual lectures held within the classroom.



Students’ reflections

I felt that the museum and term paper were more 
engaging. It makes you seek for clues and answers. 
The world is your oyster: sieve the needed and keep 
the rest. When a curator sets a display, s/he has an 
objective and goal in mind. The process of finding 
the clues which leads to the intended story is 
somewhat pleasing, for myself at least. Given a 
space, I can pull and draw information and piece it 
up nicely in sequence. It becomes a story. I do that 
in Engineering all the time. Given a machine, I am 
able to tell the mechanisms involved.



Students’ reflections

As a Year 1 history undergraduate, I’ve zero authority and 
minimal knowledge of history. In the modules I’ve taken so far, 
arguments by established historians were presented to us and 
we were expected to master their arguments in preparation 
for examinations. . . . However, because this module 
introduced me to primary sources, all of a sudden I feel 
empowered, because a “historian” and I could be reading the 
same primary source, but have different conclusions.
Anyone can visit the National Museum and write a review, but 
not everyone can visit it with a critical mind and deconstruct 
how history is “manufactured” and presented to a certain 
type of people i.e. tourists, leisure consumers. This module 
equipped me with the critical knowledge in poking holes of 
“grand narratives”, and understanding the construction of 
history in various ways.



Students’ reflections

Unlike texts which explicitly state what was happening, woodblock 
prints allows me to imagine how lives was like in Singapore. 
Sometimes, it seems to me that art pieces especially visual arts like 
photographs and paintings are able to express history in a way which 
other media cannot. It might be due to the emotions and feeling 
associated to them. . . . During my visit to NUS museum, it indeed has 
evoked my emotions too, and this has helped to create an ‘actual’ 
experience in me, which I think is important from the historian 
perspective as it allows one to ‘feel’ how was life in the past. This 
therefore enables one to analyze history more accurately. It has also 
enhanced my analytical skills when I was trying to uncover the 
underlying messages which the artists were trying to convey. 
Moreover, acting as a curator has helped to improve my flow of 
thoughts and develop my creativity in the process of linking different 
woodblock prints together under a theme.



Students’ reflections

• I also like how we were given opportunities to visit the 
Museums and conduct our own observations, inferences, 
interpretations and analysis of what we independently 
experienced there. In a way, this ‘forced’ opportunity 
helped me to learn independently outside the classroom, 
without the help of a facilitator/lecturer.

• And personally, given the task of being a ‘museum expert 
and critic’ spurred me to be meticulous and perfected in 
my review because this article was something that one 
could actually make his or her own.

• The learning becomes even more meaningful when you 
learn to explore history on your own.

• There were freedoms for self interpretation of artefacts, as 
well as room for imagination to grow.



Students’ reflections

• A memorable question was a comment from my tutor in 
the museum assignment: "Who decides these are the 
traditional foods?" a question to which I have no answer 
and no idea of how to find out, but nevertheless stimulates 
thinking.

• visiting the galleries in the National Museum surfaced the 
critic in me I never thought I had

• discovering the joy of wandering through museums
• I feel closer to history as it is something that can be 

experienced and not just read
• further explore the conceptual frameworks that I am 

interested in – such as Roland Barthes' work on semiotics.



Objectives met?

NO? 

• poor comprehension & critical analysis of NM 
exhibitions

YES

• each student learnt something at his/her own level

• learning process > end point

And more:

• sense of curiosity aroused

• sense of achievement through self-discovery

• sense of empowerment



Flipping Bloom’s Taxonomy

Source: http://plpnetwork.com/2012/05/15/flipping-blooms-taxonomy/

“friction for the brain”

PBL: problem-based 
learning



Learning points

• Creation can be easier than comprehension 
(and a more robust learning experience)

• Changing my expectations: museums as learning 
process, rather than assessment task

• Scaffolding of complementary learning experiences for 
greater overall impact

• Importance of working together with museum staff
• Logistics problems of 400 students



THANK YOU!


